
LittleWars
When H. G. Wells committed to paper the rules

for his Little Wars in 1913, one suspects he had some
inkling of the course the field was steering. Games de-
rived from the Prussian Kriegsspiel were not at all un-
common in the Europe of his day. By that time, Ox-
ford’s University Kriegspiel [sic] Club dated back forty
years.
Unlike Kriegsspiel and its descendants in the dice, ta-

bles, and hefty rulebooks tradition, which have their
roots in battlefield simulation, Little Wars began with
pure play: knocking over a toy soldierwith a toy cannon.
This spark of whimsy courses through the game’s veins.
Which victory is sweeter: rolling well on the combat re-
sults table, or sending an enfiladed column of miniature
soldiers flying with a well-aimed cannon shot? Your au-
thor knows which one he prefers. What it gives up in
accuracy it gains back—with interest—in the sheer joy
of the thing.
Which brings us to thematter at hand. Why this text,

when Wells’ original is freely available? Because I stand
on the shoulders of giants—not merelyWells, but also a
half-century of board game andwargamedesigners, who
have established a language and structure for the clear
articulation of rules thatWells lacked, and innovated on
the foundation of Little Wars besides. I have borrowed
someof these innovations, and endeavored to lay out the
rules in modern style.

Introduction

Little Wars is a miniatures wargame for two or more
players organized into two coalitions, played with toy
soldiers (infantry and cavalry) and spring-fired, breech-
loading toy cannon.
The smallest unit of play is the battle: two armies

face off on aminiature battlefield, playing for score. Sev-
eral battles may be organized into campaigns, in which
the scores from several battles are summed to declare an
overall winner.

The Basic Game

The rules given here constitute the basic game as de-
signed by H. G. Wells.

The advanced game, whose rules begin on page 6,
contains my revisions and expansions toWells’ original.

1. Troops

1.1. Unit Types and Terminology. Little Wars is
playedwith three kinds ofunit: infantry, cavalry, and ar-
tillery. Infantry and cavalry (collectively,men, soldiers,
or troops) may be represented by toy soldiers of the ap-
propriate kind. Infantry should be of uniform size, as
should cavalry. Foot soldiers of between one and a half
and two inches tall work well1.

Artillery (or guns) should be of the breech-loading,
spring-firing variety2.

1.2. Point Values. Each of the three kinds of unit has a
point value.

Infantry 1 point
Cavalry 1.5 points
Cannon 10 points

1.3. Strength and Size. The strength of a force is the
sumof its point values. The size of a force is the number
of men it comprises.

2. Battle Setup

Before battle, the players lay out the terrain on which it
will be fought, and choose the armies they will bring to
the contest.

2.1. Battlefield Design. Choose a coalition (by coin
toss or mutual agreement) to design the battlefield.

2.1.1.The coalition designing the battlefield should lay
out scenery, cover, and other props on the floor of a
room, or other playing surface. A playing surface at least
8’ deep is recommended. Six feet of front-line width is a
practical minimum3.

1Plastic soldiers should be placed on wide, heavy bases if possi-
ble, since lightweight soldiers tilt the balance of power in favor of
artillery.

2The author's design can be found at:
www.thingiverse.com/thing:4665728

3For some thoughts on Little Wars at smaller scale, see my
notes toward the end of this document.
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2.1.2. By mutual agreement between coalitions, deter-
mine which cover is passable by troops and which is im-
passable. (All cover is impassable by guns.)

2.1.3. Mark the sidelines and back lines of the battle-
field, as well as the center line (equidistant from each
back line).

2.2. Army Selection.After the battlefield has been laid
out, each coalition selects an army.

2.2.1. Each coalition receives a certain number of points
with which to buy troops. Allot each coalition between
10 and20points per foot ofbattlefieldwidth, depending
on the desired density of forces.

2.2.2. To add a unit to your army, pay its point value
from your allotment of points.

2.2.3. If insufficient troops are available for each coali-
tion to spend its points as desired—for instance, if each
coalition wants 20 cavalry, but only 30 toy cavalrymen
are available—divide the forces in question evenly be-
tween the coalitions.

2.3. Measuring Tools. Provide each player with three
lengths of string: one of six inches, one of one foot, and
one of two feet.

2.4. Choice of Side. After both coalitions have built
their armies, the coalition which did not design the bat-
tlefieldmust either choosewhich side of the battlefield it
wishes to fight from, or decide to move first. The coali-
tion which designed the battlefieldmakes the remaining
choice.

ExampleTheRed coalition designs the battlefield.
The Blue coalition decides it wishes to fight from
the north side of the field, leaving theRed coalition
the first move.

3. Battles

Battles are fought in time-limited turns, alternating by
coalition. If a coalition includes multiple players, those
players act simultaneously. After each turn, off the
clock, close combat is resolved and any upset scenery on
the battlefield is returned to its proper place.

3.1. Deployment. Before the battle begins, players
must deploy their forces.

3.1.1.Deployed forcesmust be laid out behind the back
line.

3.1.2. On their first moves, measure all units’ move-
ments from the back line, not their physical positions.

3.1.3. If possible, deployment should be done in secret.
Divide the battlefield with a curtain, or place units in
boxes and place those boxes to hide the units’ compo-
sition and numbers.

3.1.3.1. If using boxes, place the edge of the box touch-
ing the back line. On the first turn, measure the move-
ment of units within the box from any point on the edge
of the box.

3.2. Time Limits. Before a coalition’s turn, determine
the time limit. Determine which player in the coalition
controls the largest force, then count the number ofmen
and the number of guns he controls. For every 5 men
alive, rounded up, the coalition receives 10 seconds. For
every gun in action, the coalition receives 30 seconds1.

Example The Blue coalition has 62 soldiers alive,
two guns in action, and one gun insufficiently
crewed. 63men rounds up to 65, granting 130 sec-
onds. Two guns in action grant a total of 60 sec-
onds, for a grand total of 190 seconds, or 3:10.

3.2.1. A player from the other coalition should serve
as timekeeper, watching the clock and providing warn-
ings at 2 minutes, 1 minute, and 30 seconds, and calling
“Time!” when time expires.

3.3. Timed Turn Phases.The timed portion of a turn
comprises twophases: the artillery phase and themove-
ment phase. These phases occur in strict order: except
as allowed in the rules for the artillery phase, guns must
be moved or fired before moving any soldiers, and after
moving soldiers, guns may not be moved or fired.

3.3.1.When time expires, all players in themoving coali-
tion must immediately cease handling guns and troops.

3.3.2. Artillery Phase. A gun is in action if there are
at least four men within six inches of it (collectively, its
crew). A gun may not be moved or fired unless it is in
action.

3.3.2.1.A gun’s crewmay comprise nomore than eight
men.

3.3.2.2. In the artillery phase, each gun may be either
moved or fired, but not both.

1H. G. Wells' original rules specify 60 seconds per gun. See the
footnote on rule 3.3.2.4 for more explanation.
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3.3.2.3. MovingGuns.Agunmoves as fast as the slow-
estmember of its crew. Measure a gun’smovement from
the center of its axle.

3.3.2.3.1. A gun’s crew (and only its crew) moves with
it, and may be placed anywhere within six inches of the
gun’s destination.

3.3.2.3.2. If a gun’s crew comprises mixed infantry and
cavalry, the gun may only move more than one foot if
there are at least four cavalry among its crew. If a gun
moves more than one foot, any infantry among its crew
must remain at their starting locations.

3.3.2.3.3. After moving, a gun must be placed with its
barrel pointing the direction from which it came.

3.3.2.4. Firing Guns. A gun which is not moved may
fire twice1. It may be trained by rotating it in place
around the center of its axle, and elevated by using the
gun’s elevation control.

3.3.2.4.1.Gunsmaynot openfire until the start of their
controlling coalition’s third turn.

3.3.2.4.2.The gun’s crew, along with nearby men, may
be laid down to facilitate aiming and firing.

3.3.2.4.3. A shell kills all the men knocked over by its
firing, including men knocked over as a chain reaction
(i.e., if one man man is hit by a shell and knocks over
another, the second man is also killed.)

3.3.2.4.4. Men who are hit by a shell and partially
knocked over, but remain propped up on scenery or
other soldiers, are also killed.

3.3.2.4.5. If a shell strikes at least one man but fails to
knock any men over, the first man struck by the shell is
killed.

3.3.2.4.6. Friendly men in the line of fire may be laid
down so that guns may fire over them.

3.3.2.4.7. After a gun finishes firing, two of its crew
must be placed on either side of it, directly behind its
wheels and in line with the rearmost part of its carriage.

3.3.3. Movement Phase. Once guns have moved or
fired, men may move.

1H. G.Wells' original rules specify four shots per gun, per turn.
His rules assume metal soldiers, which weigh on the order of ten
times more than plastic men, and are substantially harder to knock
over. For balance reasons, in this era of easy access to plastic soldiers
and 3D printers, one shot per gun plays substantially better.

3.3.3.1. Infantry may move up to one foot per turn.
Cavalry may move up to two feet per turn.
3.3.3.1.1.Measure movement with the string of appro-
priate length, routing it around obstacles impassable to
troops.
3.3.3.1.2. Men may not be placed directly up against
obstacles, othermen, or guns, or packed into tight spaces
between battlefield scenery.
3.3.3.2.When men are moved into close contact (sepa-
rated by an inch or less) frommen of the opposing coali-
tion, amelee forms around the first point of contact.
3.3.3.2.1. The melee includes all points of contact
within six inches of the first, and any man within six
inches of those points of contact.
3.3.3.2.2. If a man is within six inches of points of con-
tact belonging to two or more separate melees, include
him in the melee to which the nearest point of contact
belongs.
3.3.3.3. Any unit moved backward across its own back
line retreats from the battle. Retreatedmenmay not re-
turn to the battlefield, nor may they be killed by cannon
fire or involved inmelees. They count as surviving forces
for the purposes of scoring.
3.4. Isolation and Support. A body of men is either
isolated or supported, depending on how near it is to
other forces of its coalition. It is isolated if it cannot
reach a force half or more its own size (round down) in
one move, and supported otherwise.

Example A force of 21 infantry is 11 inches from
a force of 10 men. Half of 21 rounded down is 10.
The force of 21 men is supported.

Example A force of 21 cavalry is 25 inches from a
force of 15 men. The smaller force is large enough
to support the larger, but too far away. The force
of 21 men is isolated.

3.5. Capturing Guns.Guns may be captured by elim-
inating all enemy men within six inches of the center of
the gun’s axle, then moving at least four of your own
men to within six inches of the gun. Two of the men
capturing a gun must be in ‘firing position’, placed on
either side of the trail as though they had just fired the
gun.
3.5.1. A gun is yours as soon as you have captured it:
if the enemy wishes to retake it, he must eliminate all of
yourmenwithin six inches of it, thenmove his ownmen
into position.
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3.5.2.During the artillery phase of your next turn, pro-
vided you still have sufficient crewwith the gun to put it
in action, you may fire or move it.
3.6. Untimed Turn Phases. After time has expired,
two untimed phases occur before the next coalition’s
turn begins: cleanup and close combat.
3.6.1. Though untimed, these phases should be kept as
brief as possible.
3.6.2. Cleanup Phase. In the cleanupphase, players re-
place any scenery knocked over during the turn, remove
any artillery casualties left on the field, and stand up any
men accidentally knocked over or laid down to facilitate
gun handling.
3.6.3. Close Combat Phase. In the close combat
phase, melees are resolved.
3.6.3.1. Determine if the smaller force involved in the
melee is supported or isolated, measuring from the first
point of contact. If it is supported, each man in the
smaller force kills one man and is himself killed.

Example 15 men attack 10 supported men. Each
man in the smaller force kills one attacker and
is killed, leaving five attackers and zero defenders
alive.

3.6.3.2. If it is isolated, each man in the smaller force
kills oneman and is himself killed, until the smaller force
is half the size of the larger. The larger force then takes
the remaining men in the smaller force prisoner1.

Example 15men attack 10 isolatedmen. Fivemen
on each side are killed, leaving 10 attackers against
5 defenders. The attackers take the remaining de-
fenders prisoner.

3.6.3.3. The attacking coalition selects which men are
killed and which are captured (if applicable).
3.7. Prisoners and Surrender.
3.7.1. Any isolated body of men may surrender at any
time on their coalition’s turn, or on the other coali-
tion’s turn at any time before the start of the movement
phase. Surrendered men are immediately removed from
the field and placed behind the other coalition’s back
line.
3.7.2.Menmade prisoner through combat must be es-
corted by at last onemanper eight prisoners, keptwithin
six inches of the prisoners.

1The number of casualties taken by each side, if A is the size of
the larger force and B the size of the smaller, is 2B - A.

3.7.2.1. Prisoners under escort are controlled by the es-
corts’ coalition, moving at their ordinary speed.

3.7.2.2. If prisoners are moved behind their escorts’
back line, they are removed from play and placed with
any surrendered men. Prisoners removed from play no
longer require escorts.

3.7.2.3. Prisoners may be freed by killing their escorts,
but are not freed immediately. Any of your men held
prisoner in excess of eight per escort escapes at the start
of your coalition’s next turn.

3.7.2.3.1. Your men who escape may not contribute to
melees2 until they have returned to your back line to
rearm themselves.

3.8. Ending Battles. Battles may end in one of two
ways.

3.8.1. Control of the Field. If one coalition, between
retreats made and casualties taken, has no forces remain-
ing on the battlefield, the other coalition wins.

3.8.2. Stalemate. If both coalitions agree, at the end
of either coalition’s turn, that they can make no further
progress toward the objective, a stalemate occurs.

4. Scoring

For two reasons, Little Wars is played for score rather
than simple victory or defeat. First: scoring enables the
play of longer campaigns, totaling each coalition’s scores
from several battles to crown an overall victor. Second:
the design of the scoring system encourages such be-
haviors as prisoner-taking, surrendering, and retreating
from hopeless situations.

A coalition’s total score comprises two elements: its
survivor score, determined by its surviving forces and
prisoners at the end of a battle, and its objective score,
determined by the choice of objective and its battlefield
performance.

4.1. Survivor Score. For each unit alive or retreated at
the end of the battle, score its point value.

4.1.1. For each prisoner held by either coalition, each
coalition scores half a point.

2Or to rifle fire, if playing with advanced rules.
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Example The Blue coalition retreats from the
field, ending the battle. Its retreated forces include
18 infantry, 2 cavalry, and 1 gun. It holds 3 Red
prisoners.
TheRed coalition has 31 infantry, 7 cavalry, and

3 guns (one captured from Blue) at the end of the
battle. It holds 10 Blue prisoners.
TheBlue coalition’s survivor score is 37.5: 18 for

18 infantry, 3 for 2 cavalry (1.5 points each), 10 for
1 gun, and6.5 for prisoners (13betweenboth coali-
tions, 0.5 points each).
The Red coalition’s survivor score is 78: 31 for

31 infantry, 10.5 for 7 cavalry (1.5 points each), 30
for 3 guns (10 points each), and 6.5 for prisoners
(13 total, 0.5 points each).

4.2. Objective Score. 100 objective points are dis-
tributed between the coalitions based on the selected ob-
jective and each side’s battlefield performance.
4.2.1.Unless the chosen objective’s rules say otherwise,
in case of a stalemate, the coalitions split the objective
points 50-50.

Example In the above example, Red has won the
day in a Fight to the Finish battle, securing all 100
objective points. Its grand total is 178, to Blue’s
37.5.

5. Objectives

5.1. Fight to the Finish. Two armies meet. The only
objective is victory.
5.1.1. Scoring. If the battle ends by 3.8.1 Control of
the Field, the victorious coalition receives all 100 objec-
tive points. If the battle ends by 3.8.2 Stalemate, each
coalition receives 50 objective points.
5.2. Strategic Locations.Two armiesmeet in the field,
aiming to secure commanding positions from which to
force their opponents back.
5.2.1. Important positions are represented by strate-
gic locations, objectives marked on the battlefield with
small flags, tokens, or other visible objects.
5.2.2. Each player (not coalition) places three strategic
location markers as follows. Each marker is worth a par-
ticular number of objective points, totaling 72 in a two-
player game.

• Anywhere more than two feet from his own back
line (6 points).

• Anywhere within two feet of the center line on the
opposing coalition’s side (12 points).

• Anywhere on the center line (18 points).
5.2.2.1. If the coalitions are not of equal size, the smaller
coalition places the samenumber ofmarkers as the larger
coalition.
5.2.3.During the battle, each coalition attempts to take
control of strategic locations. To control a strategic lo-
cation, youmust have at least twice as manymen as your
enemy within six inches of it.
5.2.4. If, at the end of any turn, a coalition controls at
least half of the strategic locations on the field, and if
the other coalition controls fewer than half of the strate-
gic locations, start a countdown at the beginning of the
next turn. Each coalition receives two full turns after the
countdown begins. At the end of the countdown, each
coalition receives the objective points for the strategic lo-
cations it holds at that moment.

Example The Red and Blue coalitions are single-
player coalitions playing a Strategic Locations
game, so there are six strategic locations on the
field. On his second turn, Red gains control of a
third point, while Blue only has two. As Red con-
trols half or more of the strategic locations, while
Blue controls fewer than half, the countdown be-
gins at the start of Blue’s turn. After two full turns
for each coalition—Blue, Red, Blue, Red—the 72
points for strategic locations are distributed.

5.2.4.1. If a coalition has multiple players, total the
strategic location points, then divide by the number of
players in the largest coalition to get the result.

Example The Red coalition has three players, and
the Blue coalition has two. During battle setup,
each coalition placed a total of 9 strategic locations
(three per player in Red, the larger coalition), for a
total of 18.

Red holds 78 points of strategic locations, and
Blueholds 138. Todetermine thenumberof objec-
tive points each receives, the players divide each fig-
ure by 3, the number of players in the larger coali-
tion. Red receives 26 points, and Blue receives 46.

5.2.5. Scoring.After the countdownends, play the rest
of battle in the same manner as in Fight to the Finish.
The coalitionwhich controls the field in the end receives
the remaining 28 objective points (or, in case of stale-
mate, the coalitions split them 14-14).
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Example Red holds 48 points of strategic loca-
tions and Blue holds 24 at the end of the count-
down. Blue, however, comes back to drive Red
from the battlefield, receiving the remaining 28 ob-
jective points. The final tally of objective points is
48 to Red and 52 to Blue.

5.2.5.1. If neither coalition secures more than half the
strategic locations and the game ends by 3.8.2 Stalemate,
each coalition receives 50 objective points, without re-
spect to the strategic locations it holds.

5.3. Defense. One coalition occupies the field. The
other aims to evict them.

5.3.1.After the battlefield has been designed but before
troops are purchased, choose a coalition to defend by
coin toss or mutual agreement.

5.3.2.The defending coalition receives 2⁄3 asmany points
as the attacking coalition to purchase its troops.

5.3.3.The defending coalitionmay deploy its troops on
its side of the battlefield, no closer than 2 feet to the cen-
ter line.

5.3.4.The attacker moves first.

5.3.5.The defending coalition’s guns may open fire im-
mediately, not on its third turn. (The attackers still must
wait until their third turn.)

5.3.6. Scoring. The attacking coalition receives all 100
objective points if it reaches the defender’s back linewith
at least 1⁄4 its starting men. Otherwise, the defending
coalition receives 100 points.

5.3.6.1.When calculating survivor score, the defending
coalition multiples the value of its surviving troops by
1.5.

5.4. Strategic Location Defense. As 5.3 Defense,
with the following adjustments.

5.4.1.The defending coalition places five strategic loca-
tion markers, each worth 16 points, as follows.

• No more than 2 feet, 6 inches from the center line
(2 markers).

• No more than 2 feet from an objective previously
placed (2 markers).

• At least 2 feet from the defender’s back line.

5.4.1.1. After the defender places the strategic location
markers, the attackermaymove any onemarker up to six
inches from its original location.

5.4.2. Scoring.The attacking coalitionmay call off the
assault at the start of its turn. If it does so, the battle ends.
The attacking coalition receives 16 objective points for
each strategic location it controls (see 5.2.3), and 20 ob-
jective points if it has reached the defending coalition’s
back line with 1⁄4 its total force. The defender receives all
remaining objective points.
5.4.2.1. If the attacking coalition wins by 3.8.1 Control
of the Field, it receives all 100 objective points.
5.4.2.2. When scoring, the defending coalition multi-
ples its troop counts by 1.5 before calculating its survivor
score.

The Advanced Game
These rules are provided in the spirit of the “Extensions
andAmplifications” section inWells’LittleWars. Some
of them are borrowings from the latter chapters of that
book, while others are your author’s, filling in what he
perceives to be gaps in the classic rules.

Use them or don’t, as you like; the playtesting sup-
porting this document indicates that the Basic Game is
more than adequate on its own.

6. Limited Ammunition
This rule replaces 1.2 PointValues and interacts with 3.1
Deployment, 3.3.2 Artillery, and 3.3.3 Movement.

6.1.Cannon ammunition is not unlimited, andmust be
purchased while building your army.
6.2.Unit point costs are as follows

Infantry 1 point
2 Shells 1 point
Cavalry 1.5 points
Cannon 6 points

6.3.Cannon ammunition must be placed on or behind
the back line during deployment, along with the other
units in each coalition’s army.
6.3.1. A cannon may fire any ammunition within six
inches of it. Fired ammunition is removed from play.
6.3.2. Cannon ammunition is invulnerable. If it is
struck by cannon fire, return it to its original position.
6.3.3. Cannon ammunition is immobile, and must be
moved by troops.
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6.3.3.1.During yourMovement phase, an infantryman
or horseman may take up to two cannon shells no more
than three inches from a point on his move, and drop
them at his feet at the end of his move.
6.3.3.2. Two horsemen moving together constitute an
ammunition wagon, and may move up to six shells be-
tween them.

7. Less LethalMelees
This rule replaces rule 3.6.3.1.

7.1. If the smaller force in a melee is supported, each
man in the smaller force kills one man and is himself
killed, until the smaller force is 1⁄3 the size of the larger.
The larger force then takes the remaining men in the
smaller force prisoner1.

Example If 15menattack10 supportedmen, eight
men of each force are killed, leaving 7 against 2.
The remaining 2men in the smaller force outnum-
bered by 3-1 ormore, and aremade prisoner by the
7 surviving men of the larger force.

8. Inferior Attackers
This rule interacts with rule 7.1 and 3.6.3 Close Com-
bat.

8.1. If a smaller force attacks a larger force, each side
takes half the usual casualties.
8.2. The remaining men in the smaller force are not
taken prisoner, instead falling back to the positions they
held prior to their move into close combat.

Example 10 infantry attack 15 supported infantry.
Ordinarily, eightmenof each forcewouldbe killed.
Instead, four men are killed on each side, and the
attackers fall back to their starting positions.

9. Formations and Charges
This rule interactswith 3.3.3Movement and 3.6.3Close
Combat.

9.1. Infantry Formations. Two men are in close or-
der if they are separated by less than an inch. Otherwise,
they are in extended order.
9.1.1. A force is in close order only if a majority of its
men are in close order. Otherwise, it is in extended or-
der.
9.1.2. A group of at least four infantry in close or ex-
tended order can form a square bymoving into a square
formation, facing outward. Infantry in square forma-
tionmoves at half speed, unless it is moving from square
formation into close or extended order.

1The number of casualties taken by each side, if A is the size of
the larger force and B the size of the smaller, is (3B - A) / 2.
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9.2. Cavalry Charges.A cavalry charge is an attack by
a cohesive body of cavalry. To make a charge, every cav-
alryman participating in the attackmust be within three
inches of another cavalryman also participating in the at-
tack.
9.2.1. If cavalry charges infantry while the infantry is in
extended order, each cavalryman counts double when
resolving the melee.
9.2.2. If cavalry charges infantry while the infantry is in
close order, and the cavalry charge starts from a distance
of more than one foot, each cavalryman counts as one
and a half men when resolving the melee.
9.2.2.1. If cavalry attacks infantry in close order from
one foot or less, each cavalryman counts as one man.
9.2.3. If cavalry charges infantry while the infantry is in
square formation, each cavalryman counts as half a man
when resolving the melee.

10. Rifle Fire
This rule interacts with 3.3.3 Movement.

10.1. Five infantrymen arranged in a line, if they are all
facing the same direction, may, during their Movement
phase, engage a target in front of them with rifle fire in-
stead of moving.
10.2. To resolve rifle fire, take a single shot with a toy
cannon from anywhere behind the line of men firing, so
that the shot passes over the center man.
10.3. Infantry in square formation cannot fire rifles.

11. LongMelees
This rule interactswith 3.3.3Movement and 3.6.3Close
Combat.
11.1.Whenyoumove troops into close contactwith the
enemy, place a token next to the melee that forms.
11.1.1.Tokens need not be unique to each player.
11.2. During the Close Combat phase, any melee
marked by a token is only partially resolved. Determine
thenumber of casualties that themeleewill result in, and
remove half that many men (rounding up) from both
forces involved. Then, remove the token.
11.3.Any unmarked melee is resolved in full.
11.4. You may interact with an ongoing melee in two
ways.

11.4.1. Reinforce. During your Movement phase,
move more men into the melee. If you move men into
the melee, place a token next to it. In the subsequent
CloseCombat phase, themelee will again be partially re-
solved per 11.2.

11.4.2. Fall Back. During your Close Combat phase,
move your men out of the melee instead of resolving
casualties. The first man falling back is taken prisoner,
along with every fifth man.

Example Six men fall back from combat. Two are
taken prisoner: the first and fifth.

Eleven men fall back from combat. Three are
taken prisoner: the first, fifth, and tenth.

11.4.2.1. The coalition remaining in combat deter-
mines which men are taken prisoner.

11.4.2.2. To fall back, men must make a full-length
move that ends no closer to the opponent’s back line
than their current position and leaves them at least six
inches from the nearest enemy man. If any one require-
ment cannot be met, the men may not fall back.

Example Red moves 15 men into close contact
with 15 of Blue’s men, placing a token next to the
melee. Both forces are supported.

This melee will result in 15 losses on each side,
but it has a marker, so it is only partially resolved
during Close Combat. Half of 15 rounded up is 8,
leaving 7 men on 7.

During his Movement phase, Blue moves an ad-
ditional 5 men into combat, placing a token next
to the melee, giving him a 12-7 advantage. This
melee will result in 5 casualties on both sides, but
it is marked, so it is only partially resolved. Half of
5 rounded up is 3, leaving 9 men on 4.

Red does not reinforce the melee, but falls back
duringCloseCombat. The first of his four remain-
ing men is taken prisoner. Three make a full move
toward Red’s back line.
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Notes from the Field
I have long been fascinated by Little Wars (the book)
and LittleWars (the game it describes), but only recently
have I found myself with the tools and skills required to
make something of that fascination.
In the following few pages, I hope to share some

knowledge I have gleaned in the course of the playtest-
ing (and simple play) that yielded this document.

Making Artillery

The critical pieces in a Little Wars set are the cannon.
The cost of suchprized antique toy artillerywas, until re-
cently, the most proximate obstacle preventingme from
playing a game. A month or two after obtaining a 3D
printer, I had the dawning realization that I couldmake
one, given a bit of time invested in learning how to draw
things in FreeCAD.
So arosemymodern reproductionof theBritains Ltd.

4.7” naval gun. Simpler in design, perhaps, and less
evocative of the real thing than the old toy, but also at-
tainable by the average home craftsman for a mere few
dollars in material. Shortly thereafter followedmy origi-
nal 12-pounder Whitworth rifle, somewhat more pleas-
ing to the eye and a bit more in keeping with the early
18th-century toy soldier models to be found on Thingi-
verse. Both designs1 owe a debt to the 1915Britains Ltd.
patent drawings, which clarified some elements of the
mechanism to the point where I felt comfortable draw-
ing them up for printing.
Two tweaks I intend to try focus on correcting two

flaws2 in the existing cannon design. Tweak the first: a
lighter-weight spring. This may help reduce the power
of the cannon when conducting enfilading fire. A rank
of cavalry, seen from the end, presents far too juicy a tar-
get at present, and a body of infantry advancing, too,
can be thinned quite dramatically. Tweak the second:
a projectile, akin to that fired by full-scaleWhitworth ri-
fles, with a helical profile cut into it. Polygonal rifling,
in combination with such a projectile, might well yield
improved accuracy.

1In a rare case of intellectual property law serving its design pur-
pose.

2Or at least, things I perceive as flaws based on my interpreta-
tion of the battle reports in Little Wars.

Infantry and Cavalry

The second-most proximate obstacle to good games of
Little Wars, after the availability of cannon, is the avail-
ability of good infantry and cavalry. H. G. Wells played
his games of Little Wars with tin soldiers. Readily avail-
able in his time, they are sadlymuchharder to find today,
in the quantities required by this pursuit.

Having already manufactured my own cannon, I
turned my attention to 3D printing soldiers. At first,
this seemed to beworking brilliantly: a few hundred sol-
diers in, and several games played with them, and the
charms of Little Wars were becoming apparent to mod-
ern players.

The primary drawback to plastic soldiers only re-
vealed itself after several games, as my playing partners
and I scratched our heads in the aftermath and won-
dered, “Why have all these rules for infantry and cavalry,
when the artillery sweeps them from the field so early in
the game?”

This suggested a question, and sending a kitchen scale
home for Christmas with one fellow player revealed an
answer: though tin soldiers frequentlyhave skinnybases,
against the sturdy-looking squares on my plastic men,
they have the advantage of outweighing their plastic
brethren by a factor of ten. A tin soldier is much harder
to knock over than a plastic one, for simple reasons of
momentum.

I have attempted to address this, in my only edit to
Wells’ basic rules, by reducing the number of shots per
gun per turn from four to two. I plan to investigate
adding weight to plastic soldiers in the future: a nickel3
in the bases of infantry, and two in the bases of cavalry,
will double the weight of each soldier, and perhaps al-
low more of Little Wars’ best element (potting away at
toy soldiers with toy guns) without makingmuch of the
game redundant.

Scenery

There is a vast panoply of 3D-printable scenery avail-
able online. The modular stone walls from printa-
blescenery.com are perhaps the best that I’ve found, in
terms of value for money: they fit nearly any battle-
field, thematically, and provide useful partial cover for
infantry.

3Or a 20p coin, or a 10-cent Euro piece, all of which are roughly
the same size and weight.
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H.G.Wells’ method of scenery constructionwas dec-
orated cardboard shells for stacks of books or blocks,
both of which are well-suited to households with crafty
members. Less crafty households may find that simple
stacks of books suffice to represent buildings and terrain.
Other handy materials include popsicle sticks, which

can be used to demarcate battlefield edges, roads, rivers,
and bridges, and some lengths of colored string, which
serve much the same purpose.

Battlefield Design

For the moment, suffice it to say that erring on the side
of more scenery is better than erring on the side of too
little.

Small Battlefields

Little Wars’ chief disadvantage is that it requires a
much larger play space than most modern miniatures
wargames. A space of 8’ by 8’ is ideal. A space of 6’ by
8’ may work, but for small battlefields, my inclination is
to make the longer dimension width, rather than depth.
More width yields more room for interestingmaneuver.
A deep, narrow battlefield generally turns into a shoot-
ing contest with the artillery.
For shallow battlefields, players may wish to allow ar-

tillery to open fire earlier: for a field about 6’ deep, per-
haps allowing the cannon to openfire on each coalition’s
second turn.
For fields about 4’ deep, allowing players to deploy

their units on the field within six inches or one foot of
their own back lines, and also allowing cannon to fire
on the first turn, may prevent cannons from changing
hands before they have affected the game at all1.
For extremely small fields, where the larger dimension

is nomore than 4’ to 6’, I might recommend halving the
distances specified in the rules, as well as limiting can-
non to one shot per turn rather than two, or playing out-
doors.

1Although I have played on small fields, I have hitherto ar-
ranged them the `wrong' way, with the long dimension as depth,
so much of this section is speculation.
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